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Man is a reasoning.

The man who lives

not a reasonable,

on hope alone will

animal.

die of fasting.

________________________________:__
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FACULTY APPROVES SENATE CONSTITUTION
Faculty Voic~·
Approval Of
Constitution

Instructors
Battle Ovei~
Sen. P·o,vers

Wilkin s Favors

Members Vote

The Faculty Senate Constitution was termed "a very positive forward step" by President Eugene G. Wilkins . Faculty members expressed satisfaction with th documen•t praising it as "extremely well-written" and "highly democratic."
· :The Constitut1on Which was
!ratified on Wednesday September 14, provides for the establishment of a thirty - member
Faculty Senate designed to serve as a principle organ of faculty governance.
"The facu lty's position is
clear," states Dr. Benson, past
president of the Faculty Association, "we want to become
partners in the educational process." Just how much power,
added Dr. Benson, is dependent
on how much trust the State
Board is willing to have in the
professional standing o f the
facult,y.

The f a c t that the faculty
must have the approval of the
State Board ·of Higher Education in order to legalize many
of the policies the Senate might
adopt was recognized by all of
th professors interviewed.
Dr. Donald Raichle, of the
History Department, stated,
"No faculty has the power to
vote itself power. This consstitution to the Board by the
until it is adopted by the State
Commission and Board-." Dr
Raichle emphasized the necessity of presentation of the Constitution to the B oard by the
President and the soon to be el( Continued on page 7)

by Mary V. Antonak os

Dr. Dorsey, President of
the Faculty

Dr. Hutchinson. Chairman or
Faculty Senate Constitution
Commiiiee.

Class of 1970 Oriented .With Speeches,
Picnics, Seminars, Mixer and Chaos
Students, faculty and administrators atte mpted to orient the Class of 1970 into the college community on the twelfth and thirteenth of September.
Monday's program began with addresses by Dr. Eugene Wilkins, Preside-nt of the College. Dr. Wilkins asked the students to bea r with the college as it suffered through its
growing pains. Following President Wilkins, Herbert Samenfeld, Dean of Students, briefly addressed the class.
With the speeches concluded, the freshmen met their assigned guides to tour the col-

Opposes Incumbent Rep. Dwyef(
Seeking election to the United States Congress from New
Jersey's twelfth congressional district is Dr. Robert F. Allen.
Allen a democrat, is on the faculty of Newark State College
With the slogan of "A Call to Conscience" Dr. Allen has
been campaigning throughout the twenty-six Union County
and Essex County communities and enlisting citizens from
the many affluent areas of his
dis•rict in his program for the
erad ication of slums, provision of equal opportunity for
all Americans, stepping up of
the war against poverty, the
improvement of our transportation system, and the holding
of growing inflation through an
end. to the war in Viet Nam.
Dr. Allen says the question
of peace in Viet Nam is the over-riding issue in his race for
Congress, citing a September
12 finding of Dr . George Gallup
to the effect that "The American public wants to see an end
(Continued on page 4)

ory and

ment,
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cl~■ rly the most

vocal de-

partment at the meeting, took
objection to the term "recom mend," stating that to place tJ-ie
word in this section of the constitution would be a "step backward."
His statements brought to the
fore the question of just how
much authority the senate would
have and from where that authority w o u 1 d be derived.
Raichle called for a secre t ballot to omit the term. It was the
first and only such request during the meeting.
At this po:,: 1t , P r esident Eugene Wilkins spoke in fa vor of
maintaining the term. He stat-

lege campus, receive their library cards, and have their
student I.D. pictures taken.
At noon time the freshmen
class numbering 925, and their
faculty counselors entered the
Main Dining Room in the College Center. Difficulty arose
when the freshmen were unable to meet their counselors.
It became evident that no systematic method of having
freshmen meet their counselors
had be'e n devised.
After lunch, the freshmen
met with their department
( Continued on page 7)

Dr. Robert Allen, NSC Prof.
Seeks Election to Congress

Dr. Allen, N .S.C. Prof.. Candidate for U.S. Congress,

Dr. Raichle

Faculty members took a giant
step further towa r d the forma tion of a Senate when they ratified the Senate Constitution on
Wednesday, September 14. T he
thirty-nine paragraph Constitution was passed with a nu m ber
of changes from the original
d raft and the election of a five
member committee to nominate forty-five names to the
thirty member Senate.
The greatest area of controversy concer,n ed the powers of
the Senate. Before amendment,
Article II, Powers of the Faculty, Section I read: "Academic.
Primarily concerned with instruction, the faculty of the
College and its representatives
on the Faculty Senate a,-id committees shall be empowered to
consider, formulate, and recommend policies."
Dr. Ronald Raichle of the His-

Freshman Receiving the Orientation Kits

Campus School
Enrollment
·Drops To. 198
Decrease of 76
After a year in which a controversy raged over its basic
philosophy, the Newark State
Campus School opened i t s
.d-oors to 198 pupils, a decrease
of 76 from last September.
The decrease in enrollment
was attributed to the fact that,
as a result of last year's controversy, the school will be operated on a voluntary enrollment basis.
The controversy began last
March with an ann.ounceiment
by College President Eugene
G . Wilking that a decision to
adopt a "significant difference
in philosophy" at the Campus
School to make the "program
(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 6)

Ramos Na-m,ed Director
Of College Development
Nichols - Assistant to President
Daniels To
Head Academ1·c
Adv·1sement
Loeligar - Registrar
President Eugene G. Wilk.ins
announced the appointment of
Mr. John P. Ramos to the newly created office of Director of
College Development. Dr. Richard J. Nichols of the Education
Department will replace Mr.
Ramos as Assistant to the President.
In other personnel changes,
•
(Continued on page 5)

Mr. Nichols , Newly Appointed
Assistant to the President. -
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A Voice of Strength
The faculty of Newark State College
may have moved themselves toward a position of greater influence and effectiveness
in the college community. The passage of
a senate constitution affords them with an
instrument of strength and a voice of authority in the governance of the institution.
The constitution can also be a scrap of
worthless paper.
·
Newark State's faculty has lacked a
strong, united voice for some time. Their
opinions on most matters came from a few
isolated people who had the courage to stand
up and speak out.
If last Wednesday's Faculty meeting is
an indication of what is to be expected, we
must admit that we are not encouraged. As
in the past there se€med to be a definite
hesitancy of the faculty to speak out. If this
will be the case after the Senate is elected
then we see no need for it.

Hcwever the Senate Constitution can and
we hope it will be an instrument leading to
balanced Academic Governance at the College.
We look to the faculty Senate to be prima. rily concerned with instruction as stated in
the constitution. However we feel they
should take full advantage of Article II Sec. tion 2, part a, stating "The primary respon, sibility for the appointment, retention, and
promotion of faculty shall reside in each
department."
We also feel that they can more fully
serve Newark State College by being especially vocal in the "selection and appointment of department chairmen, deans, directors, the president or other officers of the
administration."
The dormant power, and untapped resources of the college's faculty may now be
realized. We hope they offer more than lipservice to this power, and act rather than
react.

The Cut System
I:

A short year and a half ago Student Council, under the leadership of Frank Nero,
' crusaded to eliminate the ludicrous dress
regulations imposed upon the students at
this institution. Now, again under the
auspisous of Mr. Nero, Council is seeking to
ease the equally ludicrous and equally am, biguous attendence regulations.

:i

The College's feeling that the students are

to be dictated to, guarded over and fed a college education is absurd. At the age a stu-·
dent enters this institution, or any institution he is old enough to decide-what he
should wear to class or indeed whether it is
necessary at all to attend that class.
The present system states: "Each student
is permitted, without question, as many absences as there are credit hours in a source."
However the student, as well as the Faculty
Handbook, states: "excessive absences will
jeopardize course credit."
Neither handbook elucidates on what
amo unt is excessive, or the amount of credit
that will be lost. Although it is necessary to
_present the ambiguities of the present system, even it were clear, we feel it is too
stringent and not the place of any group to
decide for the individual student.
The class attendence regulations have no
part in a growing college community. Students attend an institution for an education,
if they are not here for that, they will not
attend class regardless of the consequences.
If, in a student's opinion the library offers
a better education than the classroom then
he should be free to there.
If a student finds an instructor does not

meet his intellectual needs, the college has
no right to force a student to sit there.
And if a student exercises his basic American and Academic Freedoms he should not
fear that he will lose credit or that his
grades will suffer solely because he did not
or could not attend a class.
The College and the University is for the
students. It is not here to provide jobs for
professors or administrators, it was not established to be a nursery school for people
of ages from 18 to 50, but was established
t o prepare them for the life that lies ahead
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of them. We find it difficult to understand
how a person who for four years has been
treated and regulated like a child can suddenly over one summer reverse .his role and
be the acting parent, or the ruling force in
classroom situation.
The questionaire sent out by council was
undoubtedly a sloppy piece of work, but we
realize there were extenuating circumstances. Although in preparing a questionaire on this subject of this importance, council should have been extremely careful to
afford such glaring errors, we urge recipiants not to allow these mistakes to influence
their opinions on the subject.
A growing college community must grow
more than physically and numberically. Its
concepts and perspective must also be enlarged. By easing the cut system Newark
State College can achieve a measure of that
idealogical growth.

Let There Be Light
Since 1937, the American Medical Association has recognized birth control as a legitimate medical practice.
Earlier this mont.h, Washington announced that through the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, states and
communities would be assisted in developing and expanding birth control programs.
Last we€k Dr. WilliamR. Baird was found
guilty of distributing information on contraceptives to a Freehold, New Jersey housewife.
These are the facts. If they seem incongruous, it is only because they are.
At a time of almost universal reappraisal
of the birth control issue, New Jersey,. too,
is asked to re-examine its stand. We believe
that there is only one course which can be
taken.
The State Supreme Court which will most
probably be the final arbiter of the Baird
case must move to repeal the statute he has
violated and exonerate him.
There are numerous reasons for our position . We are not, however , arguing with a

"times have changed rationale." The idea
to suppress information on birth control
from the public is and always was a bad one.
Its religious basis, that married persons
have a primary duty to procreate is under
attack, by religious lPade;rs, themselves as
witnessed at the recent Ecumenical Council
of the Roman Catholic Church. The dissenters argue that of equal importance is the
happiness of the couple. Certainly readily
available birth control information would
do much to decrease the current undesirable
rate of abortions and the number of children
born into homes where they experience only
rejection. To be able to avoid these two outcomes and yet not to take advantage because
of ignorance of methods is a sad commentary on a state in this nation which values
its freedoms and open-mindedness so highly.
The second idea used to justify suppression of the information is the notion that
such a ready supply of knowledge would
lead to the abandonment of virtue and a
fantastic rise in pre-marital or extra-marital
relations. To dispute this we borrow from
the logic of G. B. Shaw and state that one
must be careful not to degrade virtue by
placing this label on cowardice. If one
wishes to curb pre-marital relations it
should be done by emphasizing the positive
aspects of restraint not by instilling an unnatural fear of pregnancy. There is too much
at stake to allow such an error in reasoning
to dominate.
The proposal of Freeholder Daly which
fortunately has been withdrawn seems almost too absurd to dignify in an editorial.
We will let the NAACP, American Civil
Liberties Union, Congress of Racial Equality, etc. convince Mr. Daly of the error of his
ways and explain to him the meaning of the
term "double standard."
We are not suggesting that the Book Store
immediately begin the sale of contraceptives.
What we are advocating is that the State
gral'_lt its people the opportunity to freely
learn about birth control, for only when the
environment is open will we have the opportunity of getting factual information.
Suppression breeds misconception. Let us
hope that as adults we will not be subjected
to compiling our knowledge back with the
Boy Scout troop which always se11ms to be
doing its camping in the "wood of error."
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Letters.to the Editor
All letters should be typewritten and limited to 200 words.
Please s ubmit them by 11 :00 p.m. on the Frida y prior to the
date of publication.
The following is the policy of all Letters to the Editor :
Letters to the editor may espouse views in disagreement
with editorship or the readership of the. campus newspaper ,
Space limitations may prevent the publication o{ every letter
submitted to the Letters to the Editor column.
The editor should retain final authority over the publication
of all letters submitted for publication of the newspaper. However, the Letters to the Editor column should provide an open
forum for the free expression of opinion.
No Jetter should be rejected because of the ideological viewpoint which it expresses. Nor should any letter be rejected solely
on the basis of the subject matter with which it deals.
If limitations of space require that all letters submitted cannot be printed, the editor has the responsibility to publish a
representative sampling of all opinions submitted to the Letters
to the Editor column.
'
The editor should require that all letters be signed, but should
honor any request that a signature be with held upon publication.

In Agreement
To the Editor :
An Open Letter to All Students FacuJty, and Administration:
I must agree whole - heartedly with the criticism which has
been leveled at me for ihe innumerable errors which appeared in my communication
concerning "N. S. C. Attendance Policy."
There may hav·e been mitigating ,circumstances
which
could lessen the guilt. I was in
attendance at the National Student Association meeting held
al Champaign - Urbana, Illinois, during the latter weeks of
August, when a draft copy of
this policy evaluation was forwarded to Newark State College by me. I requested that
amended forms of the evaluation be sent to all faculty and
administration members; it is
obvious that this was not done.

I wish that you could disassociate the errors from the instrument an d look to the meat
of the matter. Newark State
College badly needs an evaluation of its attendance policy;
this was the stated purpose and
this continues to be the purpose.
Frank Nero
Student Organization V. P.

In Preparation
To the Editor: .
Freshmen , sophomores, juniors, seniors: in one to
four
years each of you will be en-

tering the teaching profession.
There is an organization on campus which wants to help you
.prepare for this profession . It
is your Association of Childhood Education - Student Education Association of Newark
State College. The following
are some of many ways
in
which ACE-SEA helps prepare
you.
1. You are able to interact
with many people, from other
college students to famous educators, also interested in teaching as a profession.
2. You will be made increasingly a ware of current classroom problems and trends.

3 . You wi1l receive professional
publications including
two monthly magazines,
the
NJEA REVIEW and the NEA
JOURNAL .
4. You are entitled to participate in the New Jersey Education Association Convention
held in Atlantic City each November.
5. You are able to attend
state - wide· conferences as the
annual Student NJEA All-College Conference.
To learn even more about
your ACESEA attend the Orientation Tea to be held Tuesday, September 27 , at 6:00 in
the Little Theatre. After gaining pertinent information from
interesting speakers, you r1re
invited to Sloan Lounge for ref1..eshments and a chance
to
personally talk to the
'guest
speakers and ACE-SEA members.
Care about your chosen profession attend your ACE
SEA Orientati'on Tea.
The ACE-SEA
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Brinker Agonistes
By Peter Froehlich

I spoke with Brinker briefly the other day. We passed in the endless lines that constantly form and dissolve like the hoards that moved on to a new pyramid. When I saw
him, he was leaning against a red brick wall in an anthropoid parody of dejection. I
tried to take the easier way out which was, for me, to become involved in an empty bulletin board. Perhaps I knew it was hopeless, for I automatically braced myself for the inevitable rude sob - it came.
"Hi Brinker," I said. "How the hell (I swore; odd I only swear with that person) are
you?"
We exchanged summers and
complained of our Tespective
s chedules, but he with an adanacy that belied a greater complaint. The lines moved and we
made the frightenly usual parting ritual of esaculated generalities.
I remembered Hu gh from my
first year at. school. We entered college in the same class,
and, were introduced by the major we shared. At that time I
thought his bravado or rather
obnoxiousness was just a reaction to the uncomfortable situation of a new environment.,
much the same Teason that I
chose to withdraw into the libraries of co ffee cups. But, as
time passed and things became
familiar and I lost my reticence , Brinker continued in his
inimitible way. Because of this
our bon d soon lost. its potency
and we went our very separate
ways_ The relationship was reduced to a brief greeting when
I could, not possibly avoid it.

the first and last time the naked hairless needful child th a t
B rinker was. Afraid and sh y,
begging constantly for love, his
eyes saw another repudi ated.
person telling him to go away.
I understood him for that instant., yet perhaps because I
saw in that fawning brute the
same need I had so ofLen felt,
and being expressed in s uch a
different a nd therefore rude
way, I felt disgust. The moment passed; Bt inker resumed
bis slaverin g and said,,
" Good ole P ete, always f- -·
arou nd."
I couldn 't t ake it. I turned
and walked away, not speaking
but t hinking "die, die
you
swine."
My commant, however, had
achieved its desired effect;
Brinker a l ways said, hello, but
a lways
walked on. My only
contact with him a nd his affairs was thr·o ugh oth r people,

who, while recounting his latest. exploits, seemed to draw
vica1ious pleasure from them.
" ... So then the bartender said
to Brinker ... " I find myself
at a loss for words when I
try to descriue those people
who
Brinker counted
as
friends . Somehow these jackals knew how I hated Brinker
and always tried to incluc!,e me
in I.heir -round table fishwifery.
W ould Brinker ever pause
long enough in his self despising to concern himself with the
mere existence of another human
being? I very much
doubted it. Although Hugh was
bright and suprisingly lucid he
was so steeped in self pity that
he would never recognize himself. Never know how valuable
his lucidity could be in unc1erstanding people who are not
thusly capable. Brinker would
continue vacillating from per( Continued on page 6)

Handbook Tells Faculty, F's
Do Not Have To Be Given

Page 3

Lowenstein Obtains Rights
To Two Original Musicals
The tre Guild To Ho-Id Tryouts
A Bullet for Billy the Kid and
A Total Sweet &uccess, two one-

act musicals will go into rehearsal late in September. This
production will be unique in
t hat the performances scheduled for November 18, 19 and 20th
at Newark S tate will be a preview to a professional openrn g
in January at Lincoln Cente r.
Special permission has be~n
granted to Mr. J . Laurence Lowenstein
of Newark State's
English depart.m·ent by I.he authors of the musicals, Marvin
Schofer (book and lyrics ) and
William Goldstein ( music)
to
stage the productions.
The works of Schofer a nd
by CBS-TV workshop an:i in
Goldstein have been proJ uced
numerous film sco res . The authors will be in regular ath~ndance.
Both vehicles Billy the Kid ,
a musical drama based on legend and Sweet Success , a musical romance based on
the
Mark Twain story "the Million
Pound Bank Note" , will be presented in the same evening.
" This" states Lowenstein, "represents a new developing form
in the theatre, the one - act
musicals' . Mr. Lowenstein cited the "Apple Tree as a prime
example of this movement. The
Apple Tree consists of three
one - act. musicals writ.I.en by
Boch and Harnick (Fiddler on

J. Laurence Lowenstein
tht:! Ro of) soon to open

on

Broadway.
Mr. Lowenstein stat.es that
the musicals may be done in
repertory with the sam e cast
being used for each.
Try outs will ba held Wednesday and Thursday, September 21 and 22 from 3 :00 - 5:00
p.m. and also Thursday 7 :00:OO p.m.

n

Yet even though I grew more
and more unsubtle in my reacMusical Director will be Dr .
tions to him , he sought me out
Louis Huber; Technical Direcand plied me with what I
tor, William Craycraft. and Dithought was inane banter - inrector
J. Lauren ce Lowenfrequently original a nd usua lly
Students need no longer fear that nasty rumor which crops
stein. 'This will be a Newark
crude. This continued until, at
up occasionally to the effect that a professor must give ?ut
St.ate Theatre Guild Produca loss, I confronted him with
a few F 's whether deserved or not, to some unsuspectmg
tion , Pet.er Froehlich, presithe
frightenly
unequivocal
members 'of his class, in order that his grade distribution
dent.
statement:
may closel approxinrnte t h e much s oug ht a fter b e ll-sh aped
cu rve. According to the 1966 - - -- - -- - -- - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : : - - - - - - ''Brinker , you obnoxious bas1967 Newark State College Fa• 1
tard, leave me alone."
culty Handbook , "No faculty
I knew how he would react.
member will ever be forced
He would react as he usually
to give an F ."
reacted to anythin g he didn't
"Faculty members a re
re- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - '
understand: laughter. But this
quested
,
howeve
r,"
the
Handtime , w hen he stopped laughby Mike Runk
book states in the section on
ing, or at least abat~d slightly
The wheel of chance spun, lending excitement to the humid night air. As the crowd
Academ ic Polic ies and Regula- eagerly watched the revolving wheel, th~ middle_-aged operator yelle~, " Put your mone,y
(for he was always laugh ing)
tions "to distribute
their
he looked at. me and I saw for
down, folks , only one nickle for one play.' In an mstant, the slap of coms upon the boards
grades for each course in such
surface could be heard. The game had begun.
a way that if charted for a peFor the man who ran the wheel what was occurring represented more than a mere
riod of one academic year, the
game; it was money for the house, coins for the pocket and bank. A growing account in
result would approximate t!he
dollars, a diminishing reserve of human values.
following frequency : 15-.30-40Boys,
said the
instruct15-10 ... "
placed upon companionship and would brin g their loved ones
or, "you've got to play this
Since the frequencies add up
game close. When the money deep friendship? Does huma n close to them, enacting an expression of human need and
to 110, this means as the Hand•
is down; pull it close to your love also have a 1nonetary val
tenderness, tihe boss lifted a
book itself states under " I mheart, at the edge of the u e?
can filled with bagged nickles
plications" of the grade distriboard." Realizing that such
With the boss, close associwith his left hand, and rested
instruction was difficult t o
One credit. per semester is of- bution policy , " ...the ten peration was t.:11.neccesary and
it on his hip, clo1oe to his
cent which might be F is not
grasp, a demonstration w a s
fered t o all women participatundesireable. b:! had lost this
heart.
given.
ing in the Wo men's Chorus an - includ ed in the proposed scale
feeling, and had been deserted
of distribution."
nounced Mr. Michael F. Montby
those
who
could,
return
this
Pacing the n arrow corridor
gomery, director of the Chor:..is
It is difficult to ascertain
behind the wheel, the owner feeling many years ago. These
and the M adrigals.
from the Handbook just how
bellowed a primordial cry. poeple, unlike money or proHis actions and sounds were perty, could not be controlled.
As in previous years,
the much leeway a professor is alTheir jealousy for wealth inlowed
in
deviating
from
the
akin to t hose of a wild a n d
Chorus was open to all Newark
creased as business prosperState w omen on a non-compe - norm, nor are any consequen- half-starved beasts corne ring
ed
. Debi t the friendship colces
clearly
spelled
out
if
a
facits
prey
and
drawing
it
near.
titive b asis. The only requireumn credit the money colulty member's grades vary too As the sheel slowly came to a
ment for credit being attendumn.
halt, the money was palmed
ance a t two of the five meet- greatly from the desired formand pushedr towards the coin
ings scheduled each week, (M- mula. The Handbook does speBob w on d e r e d if such
cifically state in two places box. The hand was dirtier,
WF6 a nd Th 5, 6).
thoughts compelled his father
Senior class president Diana
the grade distribut ion " .. is not
but the coffer was fuller .
to write that phrase, " Friend- Malka .Jnformed seniors t. a
The Women ' s Chorus perto be interpreted as a rigid forFor the instructed, especialship enobles l i f e, money ig- cla s meeting held on Sept. 19
forms on numerous occasions,
mula" and that. "This plan is ly Bob, the lesson would alnobles friendship." To him , that only the approval of D ean
including the annual production intended to serve as a flex ible
ways be remembeTed. Unlike
friendship had to be purchas- of Students Herbert W . S9.me r.of t.he " Messiah " and a spring guide to grade distribt1tion ."
those who joine d in voicing
ed with respect., pat ience, sin- feld is needed to put a proposal
concert.
However, if a faculty mem- the cry, he was repulsed b y
cerity, 1-aughter and ti m e , to make the Senior P r
a
its meaning clearly recalling m ainly time . For the instruct- weekend affair before them for
ber's grades du r ing the
fi rst
The ::v iadrigals sing primarily
the words ' of h is father,
semester "deviate to any g reat
or, time was money. As his a vote . D ean Samenfeld is
11:tth a nd 171.h century lyrics,
extent from these frequencies , "Friendship enables li'fe
head fell forward, Bob shook it. vestigating the matter.
a capella. The group meets
slowly.
The event. is planned to be
once a week for two hours. Se- that faculty member will have
money ignobl'-S friendship. "
lection is competitive and an to "confer" with his departAt. tha t same moment, seat- held at Lake Copake, a re.;ort
He questioned if these were
audition is required. The Mad- ment chairman. If during the truly words of wii.dom in toed at cramped and cluttered in New York state. Mea ls,
ri gals perform in concert on second semester the professor 's
desk, tilYe instructor experi- drinks, entertainment, and recday 's
world,
f or
today's
grades still do not "approxiand off campus.
ence a feeling of satisfaction reational facilities are included
people pursuing the modern
mate" the "goal", as
the
a nd fulfillment. The evening in the bid of $35 pe r couple.
way of life. Mos~ pleasures of
Furth er information concern- grade distribution is referred to
the twentieth century, Bob re- take had been carefully count- The highlight of the affair will
in g either of these groups may
the Handbook states rather om- flected , must be obtained with
ed by machine, placed i n be a formal dinner dance.
Miss Malka told the seniors
be obtained from Mr. Montgo- inously that "further study will money. But what pleasures cloth bags and prepared, for
( Con±inued on pege 7)
the next day. As other men
had he in mind. Can a pr ice be
be undertaken ."
m ery, Music Department.

Close To Your Heart

Women Offered
One Credit For
Madrigals, Chorus

-------------- -- -- -- - -- - -

Senior Class
Needs Dean's
OK on Prom

Weekend off Campus

,-n-
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Eighty NSC Students To
Attend C!onference
Approximately eighty students will participate in t11~
Seventh Annual Leadership Conference conducted by the
Student Organization of Newark State C~llege._ Thi_s year's
conference will be held at Sharpe Reservation, F1shk11l, New
York, from September 29, t ~ October 2.
In order to provide the maximum amount of time at the
Conference, participants will be
excused from ,classes at 3:00 p,
m., Thursday, September
29.
Arr.:icipate'd arrival time
at
Sharpe is 6: 00, Thursday evening.
The Conference is an
attempt ,t o enable students with
leadership potential to better
unders.:and the interaction -0f
a grou p_
Much of the work of the Conference ds accomplished
in
training groups consisting
of
8-10 participants and a traineL
There will be a number of faculty members atten'd ing the
conference both as °"rainers a-nd
participants.
The director of this year's
Conference
is
Dr. Goodwin
Watson, Dist inguished
Service Prrofessor at Newark State
College and Director of
the
Laboratory for Applied Behavioral Science.
Participants are asked to direct any questions .:o t he Lead-

Dr. Goodwin Watson, Leadership Conference Director

ership
Committee ;
Christine PiLlltek, Raymond W eishapl, Fred Marks, James Kennedy, Cheryl D ay and Mary
Antonakos, in t he S t udent Activities office of the College
Center.

(Continued from Page 1)

more like th a t
Schools," had been
decision ignited r
through the college
communities.

of Union
made. The
e a c t i on
and Union

Dr. Franck Darte, who had
principal of the Campus
S chool since it began its operations,
requested
reassignment to the college faculty. At
the same time, members of
the schoo'ls faculty criticized
the d ecision to change the philosophy and the ,mel!hod b y
which it was made. Two o f
last years instructors in the
school resigned and still another wa,s reassigned to the
college faculty.
been

Members of this college's
Education Department also expressed their d,isapproval o f
the decision in a survey takeen by the INDEPENDENT .
The Seventeen members of
the department that responded opposed any change, indicating support of the guidelines
as they were originally planend: seven members said that
the guidelines s h o u 1 d be
"changed slightly and o n 1 y
two believed that the guidelines
"should be rewritten in terms
of the present situation.
M e anwhile,
a
committee called P arents in Favor
of a continuous Progress Plan
sent President Wilkins a petition with 203 signature s asking that the original philososphy be retained for a five
year trial period,.
Newar k S tate S t udents were
also quite vocal. The INDEPENDENT fought
editorially
for ioe original philosophy of
the school, and the Student
Council in a s p ecial resolution,
voted to support the original
philosophy with "no change in
its (Cam pus School) philosophy or experimental status."
Parents in favor of change
at the Campus School criticized the school's practices · at
the April 19th meeting for the
, Union Board of Education .
,f Mr. Joseph Trush, a spokes' man for this -g roup, asserted

Dems Nominate
Boright For
Town Council

Dr. Darie , Director of Research

that cihildren were allowed to
"jump off
filing
cabinets,
climb i:l and out of windows,
and that teachers sent them
to empty classrooms "to fly
paper planes." His most emphatic complaint was sending
students t o
t h e Campus
School was not on voluntary
basis.
At .the same meeting of the
Board of Education, Mr. Russell Smart, President ,o f th e
Union Board of Education, explained that the Union B oard
of Education had no a uthori ty
for the "instructional p art-t ern." H e also said that the
Board 1had never asked t h e
Campus School to eonform to
any Union standards and that
jurisdiciton concerni n g th e
changes rested with the College.
Dr. Franck D arte then publically c ited the advantages of
the school .and stated, " Th e
continuous progress plan, and
ungraded system is workin g
,o ut well." ,D arte also responded to charges that students
were not on a p arity with
students in o t ih e :r Union
schools by citing results o f
standardized tests that indicated otlherwise.
!That same week the faculty of the Campus School unanimously en dorsed a letter
supp ortin g the school's original philosophy. The thirteen
teach ers of th e school also

State Senate
To· Discuss
Parkway Tolls
A bill providing for tolls on
the Garden State Parkway on
the presently toll free sections
of Union, Middlesex and Ocean
Counties will come before the
State Senate next w·eek .Such
a bill will impose tolls on :the
15 mile stretch of Parkway between Union -a nd the Parkway
Bridge at Perth Amboy that
was built by federal and state
funds.

W alter Boright, 1966 Newark
State graduate, scored another
political victory on Tuesday,
September 13.
Mr. Boright was successful
i,".1 his bid for a D emocratic nomination for the Kenilworth
Borough Council.
In securing hi& nomination,
Boright defeated Peter S. Patuto, an organization candidate
and council president.
B oright has for the past year
served as a Union County coron·e r, a position to which he was
elected during his senior year
at Newark State . At that time
he campaigned as the "Crooner for C-0roner."
While a stud'e nt here, Boright
was a member of the Student
Council and Opera Guild and
was chairman of the Young
D emocrats.
The son of former K enilworth Mayor W alter E. Boright
Sr., he is one of th'e youngest
ever to be nominated for
a
council seat in Union County.

Dr. Robert Allen
(Continued from Page 1)

to the wa,r there. Th ey are
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growing more conce rned as we
beoome more involved without
any evidence that we are closer to a peace settlement", D r.
Allen reiterated his call for a
halt ' to the bombing in Viet
Nam, the achievement of a
cease fire for negotiations with
all parties to the conflict, including the National Liberation Front. He stated that such
a program, vigorously pursued, would pav,e the way toward the end, to the appalling
deaths and destruction of the
war in Viet Nam. At the same
time he stated it would release
the necessary monies which the
war budget has directed from
our economy and make them
available for necessary anti poverty,
education, housing,
slum clearance, and other vital programs to make ours a
Great Society.
Dr. Allen invites all students
at Newark State to work in
the "campaign to build a better wo:rld." Numer·ous workers
are needed: envelope stuffers,
typists, artists, canvassers, etc.
On campus, contact Nadlin Devorkin at 964~1080 who is temporary chairman of S tudents
For Allen For Con gress.
"urged D a rte to "recon sider h is request for reassignment and continue as princip al of the Campus School. "
After two mont•h s of public
bickerin g, President Wilkins
announced plans at a meeting
with par.nts -to strengthen the
curriculum . Three weeks later, t he appointmen t of Dr. Arthur Jonas as principal of the
school was made public.
In a interview, D r. Jonas,
who is o n leave from Wilson
School in Caldwell, declined
comment on t he current philosophy of tihe Campus School.
H e did say, ·however, t h at the
school w a s a
"v,o luntary
school where youngsters are
graded by physical, mental,
and environmental characteristics, r,ather .tha n age."
, Dr. Jonas also announced
that two classes for students
with "communication difficulties" will be initiated this year,
the only two of its kind in the
state.

Assembly Minority
Leader
Frank X. McDermott (r - Union) has appealed to D emocratic U.S. Senate Candidate Warren W. Wilentz to block passage of this bill. In a telegram
to W ilentz Mc D ermott stated
"the citize;,_s of Union County
are being betrayed by
the
scheme to destroy the toll free usage of the G arden State
Parkway."

William Schiebler, N.S.C.
Grad recipient of Ad
F ellow sh ip

U of Minnesota
Names Shiebler
"Ad Fellow"
Th e Dep artment of Student
Unions
of the Uni versity of
Minnesota anno un ces the appointment of Mr. William Nelson Shiebler as Ad Fellow for
t::e academic year 1966 - 67 . He
w ill work in the administrative
area of Coffmen M·emorial Union while pursuing graduate
studies le ading to a M aster of
Arts De gree in Educational
P sychology. Shiebler is a 1965
Newark State Graduate.
Before joining the staff
of
the University of Minnesota, he
was a member of the Dunellen
school system where he was
employed as an American literature and public speaking
teacher at the local high school.
He served the community as a
member of the New J ersey
school system, Dunellen Quality Education, N. J . State College D evelopment Fund, a,nd
the Newark State College Alumni Council.
While at this oollege, Shiebler majored in English and history. He served as President
of the Student Government, INDEPENDENT columnist, and
Leadership Program Co-chairman, and was the recipient of
the Croce Educational Society
and the J ohn F . K ennedy Memorial Scholarships.
Mr. Shiebler is the son
of

In a personal statement, McDerm ott pointed out that the
State Senate President J ohn A.
L ynch and
State Senator Edward Craibiel of Middlesex
County are in position t o keep
the bill from coming to a vote.
G overnor
Richard Hughes
supports the legislation and predicts its passage. His support
rests on the fact that D . L ouis
Tanti, Chief Executive of the
park way, maintains that without the additional tolls that
would be collected, the New
Jersey
Highway
Authority
would not be able to finance
construction of the proposed
Central
Jersey Expressway
linking Trenton with the shore.
The special hardship
that
would be imposed on the students of this college as well as
other commuter colleges in the
area was recognized by Kenneth C. Mc Kay, President of
the Student Or.ganization of Union Junior College . In a telegram to Senator Mildred B arry Hughes, he confirmed his
support of her opposition to the
Parkway to11s, and cited its effect on both students and faculty in the area.
K athryn - and Andrew Shiebler,
219 E ast Fifth Avenue, Roselle,
New J ersey.

BUILD

A BETTER WORLD

of Peace and Equality
DR. ROBERT F. ALLEN
of NSC

Democratic Congressional Candidate 12th C.D.

HE NEEDS YOU for :
Canvassers, envelope stuffers, telephone callers, writers, artists.

INTERESTED
Campaign Headquarters
1675 Rt. 22 Union. Phone 964-1080

Open 24 Hours daily
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Silencing Of
Priests Opposed
By Students

Mr. Daniels. Director of
Academic Advisement

John P. Ramos, Director of
College Development

Ramos Named Director
(Continued from Page 1)

Mr. Wesley P. D aniels relinquished his position of Registrar to become Director of the
Office of Academic Advisement, a new agency within the
Division of Student Personnel
Services. Succeeding Mr. Daniels as Registrar is Mr. Jacques
H. Loeliger, formerly Associate Registrar. Mr . Ger a 1 d
Burkhardt, previously Assistant Registrar, is now Chief
Scheduling Officer of the College.
Ramos ' new duties include
planning physical facilities and
financing for the College's academic and extra - curricular
programs anc, guiding its public relations program. He will
also· teach graduate courses in
Education.

phones and money for travel
to conferences.
The chief task of the Office
of ,Academic Advisement is to
aid students choose their vocational and educational goals,
assist them in changing majors
and to establish lists of courses leading to degrees. · Mrs.
Marylou Jones will • sp·ecialize
in the vocational counseling of
the students.
In the past, academic acvisement has been effected
through the cooperation of the
Registr-ar's Office with the present Counseling Services and
faculty m e m b er s, each of
whom counsel a certain number of students.

He joined the Newark State
faculty as a member of the
English Department in 1959 .
In 1964, he was promoted to
Assistant to the President. He
was one of the originators of
the Newark P'roject, a program
designed to encourage prospective teachers to work in disad,vantaged city areas.
As Assistant to the President
Dr. Nichols receives administrative assignments, advises
faculty members on channels
of communication regarding
disposition of p11oblems, and
handles numerous administrative details, including concern
for the faculty offices and tele-

Page 5

INDEPENDENT

WASHINGTON (SPS) - The
National Federation of Catholic College Students ha,s opposed
the church's policy of "silencing" pr iests and has advocated
"responsible dissent" against
the war in Viet Nam.
The Federation, representi,;-ig
73 colleges at its national congress last month in Cincinnati,
Ohio, passed a resolution stating that restricting the political
activity of priests was "co,ntrary to the natural rights of
all men," and damaged the
prestige of the church, both internally and externally.
In the past year, the Church
has ordered three priests to
cease activities in the interdenominational
"Clergy
Co_ncerned about Viet Nam." Another was restricted by his
Franciscan superiors to academic and prefectural duties.
For criticizing U .S. policy in
Viet Nam, a Jesuit priest was
transferred from a seminary in
New York to a Baltimore parish where he can be supervised
by the bishop.
A sixth priest was removed
from a Negro parish in Selma,
Ala., after using his rectcxry as
headquarters for Selma civil
rights marchers.
Ion another resolution, NFCCS
asserted the right to dissent
from Administration's policy on
Viet Nam, and opposed legislation to restrict that right.
Although last year delegates
affirmed support for the Administration's policies in Viet Nam,
participants at the recent Congress felt they did not know
enough to pass judgments on
_U.S. policy in southeast Asia,
( Continued on page 8)

Monmouth College Stirred
By Birth Control Issue
Distributing Information Illegal
On September 14, William R. Baird was found guilty by
the municipal court of Freehold of distributing information
on contraceptive devices to a Freehold housewife. His act
violates a New Jersey statute which states that anyone who
sells, advertises, or informs another person about contraceptive
devices
"without just
cause" is guilty of being a disThe action was also opposed
orderly person.
by state and rocal officials who
The verdict was appealed state that the resolution would
violate the confidential nature
and will go before the Monof welfare work. Other groups
rnouth County Court in two or
!have questioned the economic
three weeks.
feasibili ty of the plan, mainBaird's action is in direct
taining that if put into effect
conjunction with that taken by
Freeholder M arcus Daly of it would burden the county with
the extra expense of care and
Liner-o ft. Earlier this
month,
11
sheHer for the children. DemoF reeholder Daly, a member of
cratic candidates for freeholdthe Welfare Board, proposed
eor ,have accused it of being ilprosecution under the state's
adultery and fornication laws legal, amoral, impractical, unwor~able and expensive .
of all unwed mothers who appealed to the Board for child
Baird's fight for the legalizasupport. Daly dropped ihis re- tion of the distribution of consolution on September 14, stattraceptive information tends
ing it was unnecessary because
to pressurize the state's posi•
the Welfare Board itself has a
tion regarding Daly's resolu•
policy which empowers it to
tion. Last year, Baird was jail•
submit violations of the law for
eel, for challenging a similar
i)rosecution. While such action
law in New York. He subse•
is possible, it has never been
quently appealed the case and
taken . However, the
Welfare the law was repealed. Baird is
Board, through its attorney, is the Director of the Parents Aid
Society in Hempstead, Long Is•
investigating the procedure for
making submissions to the por- land, a non-profit organization
which distributed birth control
secutor.
Daly's resolution was oppos- information.
ed by the American Civil LiI 1
berties Union, Congress of Racial Equality, National Urban
League and NAACP. The NAACP, which demanded Daly's
resignation, from the board, accused him of alienating the
poor for the rest of society by
setting up a double standard
of behavior.

Rat Finks Win First
Reinstatement Battle
Jacques H. Loeliger
Registrar

Buy Your Books Now !
( All Of Them )
We don't have them in stock two
days before exams!!

Open Daily 9 am to 8 pm during
hookrush

Saturdays 9-12 noon

The Rat Finks, the extreme right wing element in the
Young Republicans, won their first battle in their fight for
reinstatement when Superior Court Judge Ward J. Herbert
forbade any meeting of the Young Republicans before September 23 without participation of the six counties ousted
in June.
While the Superior Court decused of singing anti - semitic
cision does not mean reinstateand anti - Negro songs at last
ment, it does mean that the
year's state and national Y. R.
suspended clubs will be able to
convention)
Reinstatement
v-ote at t:he state convention on could only be effected if the
September 23. On this date,
sympathizing counties would athe Young Republicans must
gree to meet certain condishow why these six ,c ounties
tions, including :renunciation of
should not be permanently rethe John Birch Society, the R at
instated. The ultimate aim of
Finks ,and the Exterminators, ,a
the suspended grnups is
to
Y. R . group formed to fight the
prove that their suspension by
Rat
Finks. (Bergen .c ounty
state Y. R . officials was illegal.
Young Republicans have met
They maintain that the Y . R.
the conditions and a move will
corporate by-laws make
no
be made at the state convenprovision for the decertifica- tion for reinstatem-e nt.) ,
tion procedure to which they
According no Tom Kean , spewere .subjected.
cial assistant to the State ReIn •J une, the Young Republipublican Chairman
Webster
cans ,o f Union, Morris, Passaic,
Todd, the issue is no longer one
Sussex, Hunterdon, ,E ssex and of bigotry, but is now a "quesBergen were suspended from
tion of pride". Bryan Barb,
the Young Republicans for alpresident of the Essex
Club,
leged sympathy with the Rat
maintains that the ousted clubs
-Finks . (The Rat Finks were acare not trying to destr,o y party
loyalty, but merely to regain
admission. However, he takes
offense tb the conditions of reinstatement. " Wh y should seven counties repudiate the Rat
Conti,nuatiun of group discusFinks and Exterminators when
sions from Frosh Orientation
the other 14 won 't have to take
Wednesday September 28 at 7
any pledge at ,all," Re also
P.M . in the Little Theater. All
points out that his club's conFrosh Invited!
stitution already contains a reTim Flynn's discussion group
jection of the John B irch Sociwill meet on September 28 at
ety .
7:00 P .M. in -Sloan Lounge.

NOTE

Students Create
Fictional Rut

Ideal College

NSA Forms Havoc U.
WASHINGTON (CP S ) '
Student hiring of faculty, work•
study programs and self-dir. ected readings - - these are
some of t•h e features of Havoc
College, Washington, D.C. An•
other feature is that it exists
only on paper.
Blueprints for the fictional
college were formulated at the
National Student Association
Congress after a 15 page sur•
vey of attitudes and interests
of Congress delegates. The sur•
vey was administered to test
the representativeness of dele•
gates when compared with na•
tional norms and to illustrate
a tool for assessing student at•
titudes on college campuse•s .
Educat ion at the NSA-oriented Havoc College is student
centered,
with
independent
study and original research
an integral part of the curriculum. Grades at the fictional
colleg"e,_ are on the pass-fail
basi-s, classes are small discussion - groups,
and social
sciences, •.particularily history
and government, predominate
the course roster .
But courses at Havoc play
only an equal role with extra•
curricular
activities.
Most
students participate actively
in student gov·e rnment, civil
politics. A f t e r
graduation,
more than half will join 1he
Peace Corps or Vista.
T he college administration
has abandoned an in loco .par•
entis phllosophy and sets no
restrictions on students soc~
ial life or living arrangements.
Most students also reject their
parents' authority an9- pay a
( Continued on page 7)
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Miss NSC Is Fairest
In The Garden State
,

Attends Miss America Pageant
Between the Miss America
Pageant and personal appearances, Christin Ebright, Miss
Newark State College, has been
very busy since she captured
the title of Miss New Jersey.
The Pageant began Monday ,
September 5 with registration
and proceeded through a week
of press interviews, photograph
sittings and preliminary competitions culminating k1 the final competition televised Salurday evening, September 10.
Though
her schedule was
-planned for only one free afternoon and she averaged about four hours sleep a night,
Christine found the whole experience "very exciting."
She
had the opportunity to meet
girls from all over the country
which she enj,oyed.
For those who didn't see the
linal night of the , Pageant, the
theme was "Miss America Zip
Code 1966," emphasizing the
different parts of the country
served by the post.
With the Pageant behind her ,
Christine has not been resting
on her title. She has alre ady
made an appea ranee at the de-

Christine Ebright
Miss New Jersey

dication of the Lehn and Fink
office bu ilding in Bergen Cou!'1ty , and has a number of appearances sche d uled in tne
coming months. Christine will
also be seen on campus where
she is carrying six credits this
semester. She will indeed be a
busy girl.

Const ruction on N e w Clas sroom Building

lnstructo,r s
(Continued from Pag, 1)

ed that to omit the term wculd
be to "foster a delusion" and
render t h e constitution a "fatuous instrum.ent."
" At t imes," he added, "all
the faculty ca,n do is to recommend."
He maintained that the State
Board of H igher Education referrsd to throughout the meeting as the
"ultimate authority,"' wo uld not recognize the
fact that the faculty had given
itself the power lo formulate
a policy as reason for that policy to be legal but would look to
the college administrators. "The
buck stops here," he stated.
For a time, il looked as if
neither side would give way:
Wilkins _ and the "pro-recomme,nd", group not wishing to assume a power which did not
exist and Raichle and the "antia·ecommend" element wanting
to have a constitution which
would give a voice, rather than
pay lip-service to that voice, to
the faculty.
It was Dr. Irene Reifs,nyder
who resolved the conflict whim
she suggested that the facully
adopt a phrase from the Constitution of another faculty senate . T he amended article reads:
"P r imarily concerned with
instruction, the faculty of the
college and its r eprese,nta lives
on the F aculty Senate and com -

mittees shall be em-powered to
consider and formu late policies
for which the college itself has
responsibility .. ." This satisfied both sides and no secret
ballot was taken.
The first area of disagreement was Section I. Dr. Bertram Vogel advocated that election to the Senate be reserved
to full professo-rs. The decision
of the group was to leave membership open to all faculty, the
reasoning bei.7g that if the faculty wished to ha ve a Senate
consisting of one er a ll full professors , it \\· ould be possible
through the right of election.
The re was a brief period during whic.h the term "class" was
defined as all of the members
elected in one year. The term
of each Senator will be three
years with ten members elected each year.
The meeti,:1g ended in balloting for the nominating committee . It will consist -of Dr. John
O'Meara, Dr. Arnold Rice, Dr.
Donald Raichle , Dr. Jane Guinnane , and Dr. James Dorsey,
Chairman. The faculty now
awaits the announcement of the
forty-five nominees to the Senate.
130, or approximately half
of the faculty members a~tended.
Dr. John C. Hutchi.!1son of the
S ocial Science Dept. chaired
the meeting.

Mich Students
To Vote On
Rank Releases
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (CPS)Uni versity of Michigan students; may soon vote on the release of their class ranking by
the University to the Selective
Service System .
Student Government Coundl
President Edward R obinson, in
bringing the referendum proposal to the Council Sept. 8, said
that the vote would give students a voice in deciding whether a local board is ju stified
in using class rank as a criterion for drafting them . The
draft question deals solely with
students and should be decided by them al one, he stated.
I n his own opinion, Robinson
said, t he draft "causes a distortion of th e educational process by forcing students to be
more concerned with grades
than real educational achieven1e nt."
Th e local c hapter of Students
for a D emocratic Society had
collected 1100 s ignatures the
previous week demanding a referendum.
Robinson wo uld have the results b indin g on the administration, but Vice President for
Student Affairs R ichard
L.
Cutler indicated that the University would probably not agree to such conditions tn advance.
SDS chairman Peter Steinberger stated, however, that if
the students stand behind a position to abolish ranking and
are willing to apply press ure
the University will be forced
to go along with their decision.
The referend um, if approved, by the Michiga n Stud("!nt
govern m ent, woul d probably be
held in mid - November.
Metropolitan Opera Season
1966-1967
Tickets are available through
the Student Organization for
the following performances
at reduced student rates at
the Informational Services
Desk.
Sat. Oct. 8 Don Giovanni
Sat. Nov. 5 Electra
Sat. N ov. 26 Aida
Sal. D ec. 24 Lucia Di Lammermoor
Sat. J a n . 7 Lohengrin
Sat. J a n. 21 La Boheme
Sat. Feb . 18 Queen of Spades
Sal. M ar. 4 Il Trovatore
Sat. Apr. 1 Die Zauberfloete
Sal. Apr. 15 La Traviata
Student ID's are required
to purchase tickets.

The Two Faces Of
Lee "Harvey Oswald
(Avon Books) In the July 28th issue of The New York Review of B ooks, Professor Rich ard H . P opkin ch arged the
Warren Commission with catering to th e pu blic's need for
security by concluding, before examining all facts and possibilities about President K ennedy's death , that the crime was
committed by a lone, alienated
assassin.
THE SECOND OSWALD. a

book - length version of Professor Popkin's widely - q uoted
article, with an introdu ction bv
Murray Kempton, will be published on September 1Hh
by
Avon Books. In addition to 10,000 words of new material, the
book contains the FBI autopsy
report dictated by two F BI agents on November 26, 1963.
Published in Hs entirety for the
first time, foe report describes
what these agents saw
and
heard while the d octors were
attending P reside nt Kennedy
on the night of November 22nd .
THE SECOND OSWALD offers the first systematic t h eory
suggesting how Oswald may
have conspired with •o thers to
assassinate President K e nnedy,
It is based on evide nce in t he
26 - volume W arre n Commission Report, on new evidence
that has appeared in recent
weeks, and on recent b ooks criticizing
t he fi ndin gs of the
Commission. Professor P opkin
presents evidence th at a man
who looked like Oswald, and
often posed as Oswald, could
have been the actual assassin.
He shows that the Commission
dismissed important evidence.
A man who looked like Oswald
was identified at a
D allas
shooting range, at an auto
s howr o o m, a nd at the book d e p o sitory itself . T h e a = hor ciles

nun1erous other instan ces pointing to the role a second Oswald
may have played in the assassination.

deficiencies, Professor Popkin
urges ? reop ening of the investigation. H e believes --che Warrren Commission served the
American and the world p11blic badly by doing "a :rush
job, a slap-dash one, defending
a politically acceptable position."
Professor Popkin is Chairman of th e Department of Philosophy at t h e University
of
California at S an Diego.

Brinker
( Continued from page 3)

son to person, bei ng rejected
again and again till one night
drunken despairing he would
exp erien ce ,a glimmeri ng of insigh t of just h ow wretchedly
e m pty existen ce he has led and
ramming the barr el of a pistol
into
his unkissable mouth,
t r a nslating into action a long
s upressed desire for self destruction.
Did anyone attempt lo understand this absurd human being, Perhaps he was bright
and sensitive under that crippling drive that ostrocized him
from a society of which he longed to be a part.
D id I underst and? Perhaps.
But even if I d.id, how much
can one ask of another?.

Unlike the Commission's theory, Professor Popkin writes,
the theory of the second Oswald
"fits much of the known data,
and requires fewer miracles or
highly unlikely events. Since
second Oswald was an excellent shot, my theory 'does not
require the dismissal of .all
the people who saw second Oswald as mistaken, no matter
have."

Freshmen
Don't Forget To
Attend Senior
Court Tonight

In the light of the Report's

ALL STUDENTS
Inte re sted in "\vorking for the

CLASSIFIED
AD'S
HIGH INCOME JOBS
ON CAMPUS
Get a high paying job in sale s,
distribution or market research
r igh t on your own campus. Become a campus representative
for over forty magazines . Am erican A i r 1 i n e s, Operation
Match, etc . and earn big parttime money doing interesting
work. Apply right away! Collegiate Marketing . Dept. H , 27
E. 22 St .. ,New York. N .Y. 10010.

INDEPENDENT
Are invited to a
J ournalii'l tics Happening
on
Wednesday, October 5, 1966
5-7 p.1n.

FOR SALE
1960 MGA 1600
20 ,000 miles - Good Condition.
Red with red intP.rior $625. Inquire in ~ndependEmt Office .

In the East Room
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Senior Court
Returned Questionnaires
Plans Confirmed Advoc·a te No Cu t System

Plans for Senior Court were finalized at a Senior Class
meeting held on September 19, in the Little Theatre. The
Court will begin session tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the Auditorium. Its purpose is to mete out justice to all freshmen accused of heinous crimes against upperclassmen and general
misdemeanors during orientation.
Since they are all under suspicion, a ll fr eshmen are ordered to be at t he Aud,itorium at
6: 30 SHARP, or suffer unspeakable consequences.
Richard Davisin, who holds
a law degree from Union Junior, was appointed prosecuting
attorney. His only printable response to a query concerning
his plan of action was a reminder to all freshmen to wear
old clothes.
The Messrs . George Morrell
and John Berardo were chosen Chief Executioners.
They
were selected on the basis of
their physical prowess, which
is consi derable , academic excellence, which is not so considerable, and general ferocity.
When asked, to comment on
their appointment, Morrell simply gru nted and pointed a hairy
finger at Berardo, who immediately let out a blood thirsty
yell , all the while beating on
his massive chest.
Amidst boos and hisses and
"gel bents," Bill Vesey was
appointed defense attorney fo1·
the freshmen. He was the 69th
choice of the class all otherers refused. Vesey himself accepted the position only after
an impassioned plea by Class
Presid-ent Diana Malka. Vesey

- - -- - - - - - - - - - -was chosen on the ba is of his
general ineptitude.
The only comment he could
manage upon his appointment
was a hollow " GAWK !" He
was last seen heading toward
Malone's to chart out defense
strategy.
A partial jury of seniors was
selected to decide the fate of
the accused. All jurors promis•
ed to have a collective "jaw"
on the court date.
Her
Questionable
Honor,
Miss Diana Malka, will preside
over the horror show.
On the docket are such despicable crimes as the following :
1.
Sleazing of upperclass
girls.
2. A lack of respctnse to sleazing by upperclassmen on the
part of freshmen girls.
3. Getting bent.
4. Sobriety.
5. Farking in the parking lot.
6. Waiting in line for
the
bookstore
7. Attending class.
8. Any and all respiratory activity, commonly known
a
breathin g.

Swingline

(Continued ·from Page l}

P~MEITs
111Divide 30 by ½
and add 10.
answer ?
( Answers
below)

-f 21You have a TOT
Stapler that
staples eight
IO-page reports
or tacks 31 memos
to a
bulletin board.
How old is the
owner of
this TOT Stapler?

This is the

Sw-ingline
Tot Staplere,,·~.

o bigger than a pack of gum but packs
he punch of a big deal! Refills available
verywhere. Unconditionally guoranteed.
ade in U.S.A. Get it at any stationery,
ariety, book store!

~INC.

Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
iuM.o ue:> noA wa1! 1004:,s
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Faculty Voice
ected Senate. Dr. Raichle added
that the Constitution is a good
document as it reads now. "
When askec. about such a
presentation to the State Board
Dr. Wilkins stated that he was
definitely in favor of such a
move. The Constitution -at present remarked Wilkins is a
"statement of aims rather than
a statement of powers. . . any
power must be granted from
the State Board and not merely locally."
Dr. J ames Dorsey, Chairman
of the Faculty Association commented on the relationship between that association and the
emerging Sena\.e. Dr. Dorsey
stated that at the present time
the functioning of the Faculty
As ociation will not be affected. The Association will still be
the instrument of communications with the other State College facilities and with the
State Board. Dr. Dorsey saw
th Faculty Senate as function,
ing primarily on the local level.
Approval of the Constitution
among the College community seems almost unanimous.
Dr. Arthur Hill, newly appointed, Chairman of the History
and Social Science Department
stated that both the President
and the faculty are to be commended. D r. Hill, who was on
the faculty of the University of
Omaha before coming here,
stated that the University was
planning a similar faculty organization at the time of his
departure.
'Dr. Wilkins welcomed "a
sharing of responsibili iy" between faculty and administration.
Student Organization VicePresid,ent, Frank Nero, congratulated the faculty and urged the rapid organization of
the Senate for the benefit of
both faculty and students who
will be affected by its policies.

In an effort to evaluate the cut system at this college, Vice President of Student Organ•
ization Frank Nero has issued a questionnaire to student, faculty and members of the administration.
Nero reported that 60' ~ of the students contacted have replied to the questir.nnaire,
and he has received about 65 or 70 faculty replies. Of those faculty replies received, abou
75 % advocate no cut policy, and all but 3 or 4 accept a no-cut policy, but with modifications.
According to the 1966-1967
Student Handbook, a present
system provides for "as many
absences as there are C'redit
hours in the course." N o
mention is m ade of excused,
absences and the Handbook
states that "regardless of the
validity of reasons for absence, excessive absencess will
jeopardize course credit." It
also poi,nts out that no student
may receive course credit if he
misses four weeks of classes."
.The cut system outlined in
the
1966-67
faculty
hand
book consists of basically the
same stipulations, however it
provides for action by the professor with Tegard, to overcutting. Much of this action r esults in conferring with th e
IDean of Students as in t h e
case of college-orientated absences, including excused ab-

sences. mount to sizable proportions instruc1 er will consult immediately with t h e
Dean of the College a nd the
H andbood further · states that
"each faculty member sets his
own policy as to the effect of
excessive tardiness or absence
course.''

Class of 1970

Mr. William P rice. Describing
the NSA Congress in Urbana,
Illinois, Mr. Price discussed
his role as our campus co-ordjnator. H made reference to
the students of Berkeley California, and their st ruggle. He
pointed out that . as students
" We have a force to be reckoned with , but we must channel this energy. Leaders are
he ,·e, now all we need are students who want to do the work
The next Platform speaker
was Arthur Kirk , Editor-inChief of the Independent. As
he began his address Mr. Kirk
warned his audience that he
was "._.prejudiced; prejudiced towards lhe Independent,
a nd prejudiced towards other
good college newspapers".
Mr. Kirk made it clear that
the Independent '•is respon:,ible to no dean, no president,
no adminstrator, no faculty
member, or no college. It is
responsible to its readers, all
its readers, and from today on,
that includes you."
He wenl on to explain that at
some undetermined point during the last lwo years lhe editors of the Independent "chose
to become an organ as indepen
dent from the college as possible; the editors chose not to
be a house organ that promotesl the college image. Mr.
Kirk added "this was lhe only
responsible decision that could
be made. " Mr. Kirk went on
to say "if, in a factual and responsible exposition, the college's in1age get:, tarnished,
too bad, because then it deserves to be tarnished. If in this
process toes get stepped on,
loo bad, because in a just cau.:;e
they usually are on feet blocking the door to reform "
In his concluding comments
Mr. Kirk said "a newspaper
thal chooses this course must
be responsible. It must report
all the facts, and il should also report the more pleasant
aspects of the campus life. I
think the Independent does all
this. Some may disagree."
The last speaker was Daniel
Catullo, President of Student
Organization. In his address
Mr. Catullo welcomed the class
of 1970, and then spoke on the
structure of the student government and its importance.
After the program was com-

(Continued from Page l )

chairmen, and their first day
at Newark State College ended.
On Tuesday, the class saw a
totally new orientation program
planned and executed by the
Student Organization.
At 9 A.M ., the freshmen, garbed in casual attire met in the
new theatre. A the freshmen
entered the 1heater, the Orientation Committee was selling
the Orientation kil .
Dave Malo, Orientation Chairman , then addressed the body,
and introduced the platfor:-n
guest. The first student leader to address the freshmen was
Frank Nero, Vice-President of
the Student Organization.
Mr. Nero continued "Never be
by warning his fellow students
to " ._ .beware of becoming a
mere passive receiver of knowledge, beware of becoming indifferent and apathetic, beq ew od vwxominf ar fn nr.
Mr. N ero continued "Never be
afraid to speak your piece,
never just accept without questioning." Concluding his emmarks, Mr. Nero slated "the
problems of the real world are
our problems. For we are in
the real world. I will never un-derstand why young people
feel they should be'come second class citizens when they
become students . For, in fact,
his responsibilities increase,
his new status as a student provides fresh opportunities for
a more complete approach to
his citizen responsibilities.'
Following Mr. Nero on the
rostrum was our National Student Association Coordinator,

Senior Class
(Continued from page 3)

that the committee assigned lo
study the feasibility of the affair "had worked very diligently" to secure the site and work
out the details. She urged the
senior class to approve the proposal, stating that she "would
like to see the Class of '67 set
a precedent to make the Senior
Prom a truly unique ·e xperience
different from the usual onenight proms.''
Complete details on the proposal will be forthcoming shortly.

Frank Nero confirmed these
poli cies and explained them
further. He said lhat t h e
''buck is passed from t h e
classroom to the Dean of Studdent, then to the Counseling
Office and back to the classroom, and nothin J is solved."
He points oul the inconsistencies of the present system:
" Some students are dissmisse:i
for cutting, others are retained. No definite policy is maintained by all."
Nero emphasized that t he

"mai n ai m is not to criticize.
but to honestly evaluate the
cut system. If our cut system
is fine with all, the·n we'll keep
it."
Investigation of a change in
the cut system began last yea!"
when it was brought before
Council. T !1e issue, originally
from NSA, was also discussed"
with Dean S ame nfel d who a greed that any investigation;
into the m atter would be beneficial. Tomorrow. the program
will again be presented to,
Council for support.
Next week, the entire stud- ·
enl body and all new faculty
members will be given copies
of the questionnai re. The replies will not be published
t!}l the end of the year, when
all opinions will be in, said
Nero, "because earlier publication may appear one-sided."
1

un-

pleted lhe freshmen met with
their Big Brothers and Sisters_
The Big Brother and Sisler
program was used effectively
for the first time. Freshmen
were able to ask questions,
lour the college again and indulge in casual conver. alion.
With a dutch lunch completed, freshmen returned to previously assigned meeting areas ..
Where discussion leade1·s con-·
sisiin g of active students on
campus conducted their infor,
mal discussion on topics rang"T
ing from academics to seJ, OJ)
campus, to Eddie Malone's.
The primary purpose of the ·
discussion group was to offer- ·
the incomin g freshmen a first
hand opportunity to discus_
topics of interest and obtain an
insight to Newark State College
The Orientation Committe~
will be meeting lo evaluate theprogram structure and its im•plementalion as numerous cri~
ticisms we re heard.
A number of freshmen seem ..
ed very impressed by lhe f.t- ructure of the Student Oganization, and the freedom of the
student Newspaper, but were ··
more impressed by the friendly atmosphere of the upperclassmen.
One
commented,
"Upon entering a new area o
life people tend lo feel out oi
place, I and many of my friend
no longer feel this way". A~
nother freshman responded by
saying, "at Newark State, the
friendliness of all the students
is one which I_had never thou•
ght possible."
The 01·ientation program concluded with a daIJ.Ce and picnic
on the College Center Green,
and in the informal atmospher
of dancing, hamburgers and
hoi dogs, freshmen had a rea
chance to relax.

Students Create
( Continued from page 5)

substa ntial cost of their education and housing_
The survey was designed by
NSA'S Campus Enviornmental Studies Committee and theEducational Testing Service
at Princeton, New Jersey.
The NSA committee suggested that results could be us1rd
to prom_pte university adaptation to student needs and des-ires.
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SQUIREMEN_R'EADY FOR TUESDAY'S OPENER
SET TO TAKE ON MONMOUTH AT HOME
KAP'S KORNER
by Tom Kaptor

Honorable Mention Sam Sabilouskas all conference halfb ack put a b ig foo t on ball in preparation for Monmouth g a m e.

Errington Juggles Talent
For Greater Scoring Punch
Newark State's soccer squad will have a lot of old faces but a distinctly new look when
they hit the field against Monmouth next Tuesday.
Co-captain John Berardo is expected to open at hts usual position of outside right, but
Joe Grillo, the other co-captain, will move into3. fullback slot for the opener.
Bob Cross, last season's goalie, has move i to the front line and Clem Restine, a freshman and newcomer to the sport, will be in the nets. Restine looks like the answer to Doc Errington's prayers for -a strong, aggressive goa lie and has impressed his team-mates with his
"guttsy" play.
George Perrson, the Squires'
Most Valuable Player last season, will again be at a fullback
slot.
Sam Sabiliaoshas, an honorable mention All-Conference selection as a halfback, has
been moved up to the front
!four to take advantage of his
height and .g ood foot. Dave
Malo, also a sophomore who
was an honorable mention AllConference halfback, will
rremain in at that- position.
Bill
soph,
front
from

Sachetto, still another
may be moved up to the
line with Sabiliaoshas,
a halfback slot.

Adding strength to the Squire
attack will be Jack Cioce on
the line and Mike Smith, who
sat out last season with an injury. Both fellows are juniors
with ample experience.
Phil Heery, a sophomore letterman, looks to have tied
· oown the outside left ,position
that he handled last season.
Gene Mandzy, out for
his
· third year will see action as
both a fullback and halfback,
. Freshman rounding into form
are Al Valentino, Joe Busby,
and Tom Lange a converted
igoalie will also be a fullback.
Brian Kosteck and Rick Watson. Valentino is the only expeirienced frosh at the time, but
Joe Busby a c onverted football
player, Rick Watson, a converted itrack irunner, and Brian
Kosteck are making fast adjustments and will probably see
~lenty of action.
The Squiremen are looking to
' ,a venge last season's 4-3 loss.
In that contest the Squires le'd
3-1, but dTOpped the contest
in double overtime.

Co-captain John B erardo shows his, big little foot to (left to
right) Phil Heery, Joe Grillo, George 'Persson and D a ve Malo.

Sports Notices
A meeting was held on Tuesday, September 20 for all men
interested in playing varsity Basketball. Everyone who was unable to attend is invited to contact Coach Sullivan as soon as
possible.
A schedule of Varsity Athletics has been prepared by Director of Athletics, William J. Sullivan. These schedule-s will be
made available shortly.

Silencing of Priests
( Continued from page 5)

Executive Secretary Betty Mattingly said.
The resolution op po s in g
Church policy is not unprecedented. In 1964, the central midwest region sent a resolution to
Rome opposing the Index of
Prohibited Books at the same
time that the committee of cairdinals was considering the !index
which they subsequently set
aside.
Four years ago, the Congress

condemned Catholic University
of America, Washington, D .C.,
for bar.ring four liberal theologians from speaking o,n campus.
At that time 20 bishops voiced
disapproval of the Federation's
actions.
The resolution against silencing priests will be sent to bishops of all American dioceses,
and to officers of America, a
Jesuit magazine, Commonweal,
the Nation~l . Catholic Reporter, and the commercial press.

Before the Newark State sports schedule forces me to do
some work , I thought I would let you readers know a few things
you can expect to find in KAP'S KORNER.
Throughout the year I will try to give you comments and criticism regarding sports on campus. Interviews with players and
coaches will be provided to help you understand what is happening behind the scenes of Newark State sports and to give you
the views of these people, whether they are boasting or complaining.
I will try very hard to predict the outcomes of Squire
matches. Team comparisons and reviews of previous years should
s~ow you on what the predictions will be based.
In a nutshell, I'm going to try to broaden the understanding
of the average reader who hasn't the time ·to find out for himself
just what is really happening on campus. If anyone has any comments or 'opinions to express, I will try to give then my fullest
attention; just drop a line to KAP'S KORNER, INDEPENDENT
Office.
The first of my series of interviews was held with the Chairman of the Physical Education Department, Willard E. Zweidinger, whose comments were:
"As Chairman of the department, I have been asked to comment on Men's Athletics for '66-'67.
"1966-67 ,s hould be the year to initiate the organizational
changes and program growth needed to administer men's athletics at a college which will almost double its enrollment in the
next five years. The present structure and operational pattern
must be reorganized to provide for a greater number of students
to _take part in both program -planning and sports participl:\tion.
There is urgent need for expansion through decentralization of
intramural and varsity sports.
"This year Dr. Karbe will relieve Dr. Eringtom of an overload resulting from responsibility f or both coaching and advisorship t o the M .A.A. Dr. Kar be is charged by the department chairman with developing an Intramural Council which will be representative of a cross-section of the male enrollment.
" Prevailing practice is to derive leadership and promote
sports through three or more groupings; fraternity, dormitory,
and independents. This provides the wide base essential to program support from all segments of the male enrollment. Experience indicates that fraternity or class oriented programs tend to
be less successful.
A further change is needed in the organization and planning
for varsity athletics. This calls for a student advisory committee
on athletics which will meet with the Director of Athletics to help
formulate policy and aid in the implementation of this phase of
the program.
In essence, Newark State cannot hope to grow without the
decentralization which will make possible a greater degree of
student involvement.
On the sports scene there are no new varsity sports planned
for this year. Wrestling and bowling are currently dormant,
pending some indication of revived interest. Did you know that in
the 30's, Newark State had a gym team that defeated the Navy
plebes at Annapolis? That a Fine Arts major took 3rd place on
the side horse in the Eastern Intercollegiate championships held
at M.I.T .? That Newark State had a men's fencing team? Interest in particular sports ebbs and flows with the material at
hand, especially when enrollment is relatively low.
Intramural sports activities should be more than doubled .
The category of individual sports such as badminton, tennis,
swimming, golf, table tennis, wrestling, horseshoes, archery, etc.,
has not been touched. The best of ou.r team sports players should
form an all-star intramural team to meet counter-parts from
the other state colleges in touch-football, basketball, softball and
volleyball. This is not new. N.S.C. has in the past initiated such
competition in touch-football and volleyball.
With respect to finance, this has been the bug-a-boo that has
shifted student interest from activity to -c"'ash.
The department sees its role as one of giving professional
guidance to a sports program designed to offer optimum physical
fitness for all students through a balanced program of individual
and team_sports. Student leadership is essential to the realization
of this goal, and placed in proper perspective, is a concomitant,
a valued associated outcome.
When the exercise of the leadership role, per se, becomes the
dominant theme, and creates a climate in which concern for program building is vertually at a st,a ndstill, then a reassessment of
the valid contribution of student leadership is needed!
Varsity sports commitments are made two and three years
in advance. Insurance, meals, uniforms, conference fees, officiating charges and transportation costs are but a few of the line
items involved. No varsity program can be developed successfully without a stabilized fiscal program . This is best assured
through a return to a student per capita assessment which gears
budget to enrollment. Student assistance on budget planning and
expenditure control are .representative of prevailing practice in
the administration of intercollegiate sports. .

